We investigate the error due to D.C. Stark effect for quantum information processing for trapped ion quantum computers using the scalable architecture proposed in J. Res. Natl. Inst. Stan. 103, 259 (1998) [1] and Nature 417, 709 (2002) [2] .
Since it was realized that quantum algorithms can speed up complicated computational tasks, such as factorizing a large integer, which cannot be efficiently performed by known classical algorithms, building a quantum computer (QC) has become one of the ambitious goals in modern physics [3, 4] . Among current proposals for physical implementations of a QC, in many ways the ion trap proposal of Cirac and Zoller [5] seems the most auspicious at the moment. Exploiting well-developed techniques from quantum optics and atomic physics, entanglement of up to 14 ions [6, 7] , high fidelity gates and readout [8, 9] , and long coherence time quantum memory for more than 10 s [10] have been recently demonstrated. Simple quantum algorithms including Deutsch-Jozsa algorithm [11] and quantum teleportation [12, 13] , as well as verification of the Bell inequality [14] have been successfully realized on ion-trap QC.
Nevertheless, we are still far from having a quantum computer with the computing power higher than (or even comparable to) classical computers. Apart from the small number of qubits entangled, when comparing current capabilities with the resources needed for a practical quantum processor, the speed of quantum operations is another issue that limits the clock rate of an ion-trap QC. Consider a QC is built to run the Shor algorithm. It would be of great technical interest if it could break a RSA classical cryptography code in a few days, but it would obviously be even more appealing to break the code, for example, in a few hours. Then each quantum logic gate has to be performed at the time scale of * kero.lau@utoronto.ca † dfvj@physics.utoronto.ca µs [15, 16] . When employing fault-tolerant techniques, each quantum logic gate consists of several concatenated rounds of physical quantum operations on ion qubits, including transportation, cooling, and laser interaction [1, 2] . Assessing the true time specifications for a QC in a complicated problem dependent on paradigm choices such as circuit-based versus measurement-based QC, error correction code used, and the implementation of the algorithm to be performed. But we can assert quantum computation is more useful and promising if the speed of each physical quantum operation is of nanosecond scale [17] .
In this paper, we investigate the effect of D.C. Stark shifts during ion-trap QC operation according to the scalable architecture proposed by Wineland et al. [1] and further elaborated by Kielpinski, Monroe and Wineland in [2] . The QC consists of large number of interconnected ion traps. Ions are stored in memory region, which is far from interaction region where entanglement operations take place. During quantum computing, ions are moved from the storage region to the interaction region, and transported back to storage region after operations. The transport of ions can be done by changing electric potential of each trap, so that an effective non-equilibrium electric field is induced.
Fast transport of the ion requires a large electric field which will result in a variety of potentially detrimental effect. One problem is that a large electric field is less stable, the field fluctuations will heat up the ion to motional excited states [18] . Cycles of sympathetic cooling are required to bring the ion back to its motional ground state for precise logic operations, but the operation is time-consuming and thus not preferable in high speed quantum computation. The motional heating effect is anticipated to be reduced by improving experimental techniques, such as using surface traps and coating the electrodes of the trap [18] , or transporting the ions under trajectories with minimal vibrational quanta excitation [19] . Besides, some proposals for entanglement gates remain effective even though the ion has small motional excitation [20, 21] .
More seriously, a large electric field will induce a D.C. Stark effect onto the internal electronic states of ions. Due to the detuning of energy levels and mixing of eigenstates, encoded quantum information will be phase-shifted and excited out of the computational basis. This issue was first discussed more than 10 years ago by Wineland et al. (see ref. [1] p.310); its significance was neglected at that time due to the low operational speed they envisioned. As technology advances this effect will become important, and a reappraisal is warranted. The aim of this article is to find out the relation between the total effects by D.C. Stark shift, the size of trap, trajectory and total time of the flight of ion qubits. From the relation, we can define the 'threshold speed', the speed of ion-shuttling above which the influence of D.C. Stark effect becomes significant.
Our paper is organized as follows. In section II, we calculate the wave function of the ion during the shuttling process. A quantum mechanical treatment is employed, and we find the ion remains in coherent state during the trajectory. Therefore the classical acceleration of the ion can be obtained, from which the net electric field experienced by the ion is determined. The total dephasing caused by D.C. Stark shifts is calculated in section III. In section IV, we minimize the dephasing effect with respect to the ion-transport trajectory; a threshold speed is deduced from the relation between minimum phase shift and the time of flight. In the next section V, we calculate the threshold speed for various choices of ion qubits. Significance of the decoherence effect is discussed in VI and we summarize our results in section VII with some discussion. For simplicity, we do not consider the junctions where ions are transferred between different traps; the ion is assumed to move along a straight trap only.
II. MOTION OF ION
Let us consider an ion is confined in a trap. Its degrees of motion in the y and z directions are restricted by a strong radio frequency electric field, so the ion is constrained to move only along the x direction. In current experiments of ion trap QC, the potential of the r.f. trapping field is of the order of 100 V, oscillating at radio frequency at about 100 MHz [18] . In spite of the strength of the r.f. field, the wave function of the ion is concentrated and peaked at the saddle point of the potential in the y − z plane, on which the electric field vanishes. Therefore the r.f. field only induces a quadrupolar Stark effect on the ion, which is a higher order effect than the dipole Stark effect during the shuttling and will be neglected in our discussion. For the same reason, the D.C. Stark effect caused by micromotion of the ion in the y − z plane is also neglected.
In the x direction, the ion is weakly trapped by an electrostatic field. Close to a minimum of the axial electrostatic potential, the Hamiltonian of the system can be approximated by a harmonic oscillator (Here we only consider harmonic potentials, more general trapping potential and detailed dynamics of trapped ion are discussed in [19] ). During shuttling, the strength of the electrostatic field is changed so that the potential well is displaced. Carefully tuning the strength of the electrostatic field can ensure the strength of harmonic well is constant throughout the process. Here we assume the electric field is well controlled so the motional heating caused by field fluctuation can be neglected, this assumption will be discussed later. The time-dependent Hamiltonian is given by the formulâ
wherep is the momentum operator of the ion in x direction; ω is the harmonic frequency of the potential well formed by electrostatic fields; s(t) is the position of the center of the potential well, which is time dependent. One can solve for the ion wavefunction |Ψ(t) governed by the Hamiltonian Eq. (1) in a few steps. First, the ion should be oscillating around the center of the potential well, so we consider a wavefunction translated by a distance s(t). This can be done by applying a displacement operatorD on the state. We define a new state |χ(t) by the formula
where
The Schrödinger equation becomes
whereĤ 0 is the untranslated harmonic oscillator Hamiltonian, i.e. Eq. (1) with s(t) = 0.
In the interaction picture, i.e. exp −iĤ 0 t |χ(t) ≡ |χ(t) , the wavefunction satisfies the following equation
whereâ andâ † are lowering and raising operator ofĤ 0 ; u(t) is defined as follows:
The solution of Eq. (5) is straightforward [22] :
where Φ(t) is a time-dependent overall phase of the ion given by
Combining these results, the wavefunction of the ion is therefore given by the formula
If we assume the initial state of ion is the motional ground state of the harmonic oscillator centered at x = 0, i.e. |Ψ(0) = |0 , then the motional state of the ion remains in a coherent state throughout the whole process, i.e. |Ψ(t) = |α(t) , with the amplitude α(t) given by the formula
The expectation value of position q(t) is hence
Because of the classical nature of coherent states, the net electric field, ξ = ξê x whereê x is the unit vector along x direction, experienced by the ion is related to the acceleration of the expectation value of position by the Newton's third law, viz.,
III. PHASE SHIFT DUE TO D.C. STARK EFFECT
In this section, we consider the total phase shifted during the shuttling process. The effect of the applied electric field on the internal structure of the ion will be described by an additional HamiltonianĤ Stark = − d · ξ, where d is the dipole operator. Since the fastest shuttling time achievable in foreseeable future would not be faster than 10 ps, which is about four order slower than the reciprocal of the atomic transition frequency, we can obtain the D.C. Stark shift energy at time t by the time independent perturbation theory [23] , viz., 
Suppose two unperturbed energy eigenstates |f and |i are chosen as the computational basis of the ion qubit. We work in the interaction picture. The ion is initially encoded with some quantum information as the state α|i + β|f . Because the D.C. Stark energy of each computational basis states are different, the qubit state gains an extra phase after shuttling,
up to an unimportant global phase. Substituting from Eq. (12) and (13), the extra phase factor φ is given by
All terms except ζ depend on atomic structure of the ion only, so a good choice of ion qubit would give a small magnitude of these terms; ζ is a functional of the trajectory of the ion q(t) which is the same for any choice of ions and any computational basis states being used.
IV. MINIMUM POSSIBLE PHASE SHIFT
From Eq. (14) and (15), we see that the total phase shift due to the D.C. stark effect is determined by the trajectory. Among all the trajectories the ion travel, there is one, the optimal trajectory q 0 , which produces the minimum phase shift, φ min (L, T ), depending on the length L and time T of the flight. When the ion is shuttled in a particular time scale at which φ min becomes significant, the phase shift has to be corrected by some measures, either unitaries or quantum error-correcton-codes (QECC), regardless the trajectory's form and whether it is predictable or not. This thus places a threshold on ion-shuttling speed.
To find the minimum possible phase φ min , we have to find an ion trajectory q(t), for which ζ is a minimum. We solve this problem using calculus of variation (see, e.g. [24] ). By defining
minimizing ζ is equivalent to minimizingζ, defined as
where µ(t) is the Lagrange multiplier corresponding to our assumption Eq. (16) . It is beneficial to minimizeζ because it is a functional of q, γ, and their first order time derivative only (i.e. no high order derivatives). Then we can easily write down the Euler equation with respect to q and γ
Incorporating these equations and the constraint Eq. (16), we find q 0 obeys .... q 0 (t) = 0 .
We assume the ion is displaced by distance L after the process, the initial and final position can be set as q(0) = 0 and q(T ) = L. Additionally, we require the ion remains in the motional ground state before and after the shuttling, so the initial and final velocity both vanish, i.e. q(0) =q(T ) = 0. Putting these initial conditions into Eq. (20), we find the optimal trajectory is
which gives ζ(q 0 ) = 12L 2 /T 3 . Hence the minimum phase shift is
We note that the ion does not always stay at the equilibrium position of the potential well s(t). As expected by classical intuition, the ion keeps sloshing as the well is displaced. Transporting the ion in a desired trajectory has to be achieved by tuning the trapping electric field carefully to balance this sloshing. The position of the well can be obtained by combining Eq. (11) with its second derivative. The displacement of the well s 0 (t) which produces the optimal trajectory of ion is given by the following expression:
During the shuttling, i.e. 0 < t < T , and the ion should stay at the equilibrium point of the well before and after the travel, i.e. s(t < 0) = 0 and s(t > T ) = L. Both q 0 (t) and s 0 (t) are shown schematically in Fig. 1 .
We can see the position of the potential well jumps sharply at t = 0 and t = T . This means that the trapping electric fields are sharply changed at the beginning and at the end. However, the sudden variation of electric field does not cause a significant D.C. Stark effect. It is because the energy perturbation only depends on the strength of electric field but not its time derivative within the dipole approximation.
FIG. 1:
Time dependence of optimal trajectory of ion q0(t), and optimal trajectory of potential well s0(t) for different trapping frequencies.
We have found the optimal trajectory which the phase shift is minimum, but the motion of ion cannot be exactly controlled or predicted in practice, and trajectories other than q 0 (t) may be employed due to experimental convenience. To verify the appropriateness of our threshold speed deduced from φ min , we have to see if the phase shift would vastly increase if the ion takes other trajectories. Firstly we consider a more experimental realizable trajectory which the electric field is tuned gradually, i.e. no sharp slips of potential well. We try the trajectory described by
where the position of the electric potential well varies continuously as time, even at the beginning and the end. We find for this trajectory that ζ = 17.1L 2 /T 3 , which is larger than ζ(q 0 ) but remains in the same order of magnitude.
Secondly, we consider the trajectory of the experimental setting of Rowe et al. [14] , where the location of the trapping potential s R varies as
and the frequency of the potential well is ω R = 2π × 2.9 MHz. The trajectory of the ion q R can be obtained from Eq. (11), and the value of trajectory dependent term ζ in the expression of phase shift Eq. (14) is ζ(q R ) = 24.3L 2 /T 3 , therefore the dephasing is double of φ min . For these two examples, the phase shifts are at the same order as φ min , therefore the threshold speed derived from φ min is a useful benchmark.
V. THRESHOLD SPEED OF TRANSPORTING ION QUBITS
In this section, we investigate the threshold speed of common ion qubit candidtates. We consider what if the phase shift due to D.C. Stark effect is neglected, i.e. no unitary correction is conducted. It will be a problem if its magnitude is to large to be corrected by QECC of the system. The threshold error rate of the best known QECC now is about 1% (e.g. [25] ). To estimate the order of magnitude of the minimum shuttling time, we let the upper limit of the optimal phase in Eq. (22) as π/100. We assume the length of the trap being travelled is L = 100µm, which matches setting of current experimental setup [14] . Two popular proposals of ion qubits are investigated. One proposal uses electronic states of 40 Ca + ion [12] as qubits levels. The computational basis states are |i = |S 1/2 , M J = −1/2 ground state and the |f = |D 5/2 , M J = −1/2 metastable state, which the T 1 time is about 1 s. Another proposal uses hyperfine states of 9 Be + ion [10, 13, 14] . The computational states we consider are |i = |F = 2, m = 0 and |f = |F = 1, M F = 1 . The T 2 time is greater than 10 s when the beryllium ion is subjected to magnetic field with strength 0.01194 T [10] , while the T 1 time for these hyperfine states is longer than centuries [26] . Now we calculate the term inside the bracket in Eq. (22) . Values of the matrix elements can be calculated from tabulated parameters found in ref. [27] . We calculate the term belonging to |i while the one of |f can be calculated by the same method. Let the state |i belongs to energy level k, it can be expressed as a superposition of states with definite magnetic quantum number |r ,
We pick the intermediate states |m as energy eigenstates with definite magnetic quantum number, so the summation of |m involves summing of states in a particular energy level l and then sum over all energy levels. The transition energy ω im is the energy difference between levels k and l and given explicitly in [27] . For the matrix elements of dipole operator, we extract the reduced matrix elements,
whereQ 1 is the rank 1 irreducible tensor operator, | k||Q 1 ||l | 2 is the reduced density matrix between energy levels l, C mp is the ClebschGordan coefficients between |m and |p [28] . The reduced density matrix can be calculated from the line strength S lk between energy levels l and k provided in [27] . By definition,
where g k is the degeneracy of the level k. The last relation is derived from the orthonormality condition of Clebsch-Gordan coefficients. For the calcium qubit, only the states |m = |P 3/2 , M J = −1/2 and |P 1/2 , M J = −1/2 can yield non-zero dipole matrix elements. By using the formalism mentioned above, we find the minimum phase is
where the square bracket denotes the value of quantities in S.I. unit. Both computational states of beryllium qubit are hyperfine states of the ground electronic state, so |m are states on P 1/2 and P 3/2 levels only. We find the minimum phase is
For L = 100 µm and φ min π/100, the minimum time of flight for ion qubits are 
T Be min is 3 order smaller than T Ca min because the Zeeman energy between two qubit states, E Z , is small compared to energy difference between atomic energy levels, E A . If no magnetic filed is applied and the tiny hyperfine splitting is neglected, the value of the bracket in Eq. (22) vanishes since both qubit states are atomic ground states. The first non-vanishing term would be the first order term of E Z /E A ≈ 10 −6 , and so the phase change of beryllium qubit is much smaller than calcium qubit.
VI. DECOHERENCE
Apart from dephasing effect, the electric field also excites the electron into states outside the computational basis states; neglecting this effect will cause decoherence error on quantum information. We start by writing the D.C. Stark effect Hamiltonian in the interaction picturê
Using time dependent perturbation theory, the first three terms of the Dyson series of the propagatorÛ I (t) in the interaction picture are as follows:
The degree of decoherence is determined by the amplitude of non-computational states at t = T . The two most significant terms are: the first order term with ω r = ω n , because the states in the same energy level have the same parity and so V nn = 0; and the second order term with ω r = ω n such that ω rr ′ +ω r ′ n = 0, otherwise there will be a fast oscillating term in the integral and the contribution of the term is reduced by an order of perturbation. Although the time integrals cannot be solved without the exact form of q(t), we can compare the significance of both terms by estimating their magnitude. After simple integration by parts, the integral in the first order term will be
Since the typical order of atomic transition frequency ω rn is 10 15 s −1 and the timescale of ion transport is about 10 −9 s, the last term on the right hand side can be neglected as it is 10 −6 smaller than the one in the left hand side [23] . As we are only interested in the order of magnitude, we consider the bracket in the right hand side has roughly the same magnitude as L/T 2 . For the second order term, we can do a trick to estimate its value. Consider the contribution for |r = |n . This corresponds to the phase shift that we have calculated in previous sections. Therefore we know the time integral can be approximated by iζ(q)/ω r ′ n , which the value is at the order of 10L 2 /T 3 . We consider V r ′ n of low lying energy states dominate, and the matrix elements of the states in the same energy levels are in the same order. The ratio of the first and second order term is estimated by first order second order ≈ eT 10|V rn |L .
For a qubit moving in a 100 µm trap within 10 ns, the above ratio is about 10 −4 , which means that the second order term should dominate the decoherence effect.
The magnitude of the decoherence error is defined by the fidelity of the quantum state after passing through an error channel. Consider the D.C. Stark effect has excited the electron to non-computational basis state |b i ,
so the decoherence error is given by i |ǫ i | 2 . For a calcium qubit, the amplitude of the second order term in Eq. (35) is on the same order as the phase shift φ, so the magnitude of decoherence error is about φ 2 . If the calcium ion is transported in a speed such that the dephasing error is 10 −2 , the decoherence error will become 10 −4 − 10 −3 . Therefore the threshold speed of trapped calcium ion QC is determined by the dephasing effect, i.e. Eq. (31) .
The second order decoherence term of beryllium qubit vanishes if hyperfine splitting is neglected. It is because both computational states consist of one orbital state, |l = 0, m l = 0 , only, i.e.
